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Don’t Screw This Up

Don’t write out a business plan
You’ll develop this as you go, there’s no 
need to waste all that time writing some-
thing that’s bound to immediately 
change.

Get things in front of a customer ASAP
Start small and launch right away. Rush to 
your first mistakes, because you’ll learn 
the most from actually going through the 
process.

Don’t pay for advertising
Advertising is becoming less effective. Advertising is becoming less effective. 
Spend that money doing awesome things 
that people will start talking about.

People won’t steal your ideas
They’re too busy dealing with the same 
things you’re going through. Be vocal 
about your plans.

Don’t waste time developing policiesDon’t waste time developing policies
Get something implemented as simply as 
you can, and adopt policies to optimize it 
as you go.

Reasearch before hiring professionals
30 minutes of googling might teach you 30 minutes of googling might teach you 
everything you needed to know to 
accomplish what you were about to hire 
that expensive specialist for.

TO DO FOR THE MAN
1) Make your business a legal entity 
(probably an LLC)

2) Register your DBA
3) Get an EIN
(it’s free!)

3) Bring on a bookkeeper
(know what they need from YOU)

4) Get yourself some insurance4) Get yourself some insurance
(it’s cheaper than you think)

5) Use independent contractors
or for employees use a payroll company

6) Get a bank account

TO DO FOR YOUR SANITY
1) Get a Business Partner 
find one organically
(make sure you communicate well)

2) Name Your Product Well
make it easy to spell
(make sure you can get the domain)

3) Focus on One Thing & Do It Right3) Focus on One Thing & Do It Right
good ideas keep coming: ignore them
(1 thing is gonna be hard enough)

4) Keep Other Income Streams
it allows you the option of failing
(it will truly stop you from going mad)

5) Keep Perspective
it’s this hard for everyoneit’s this hard for everyone

Business is all about making 
mistakes. It’s the only way to 
learn how the world will respond 

to your wild ideas.

This week we’ll go over what you 
need to put in place so your 
mistakes can crumble apart 
beautibeautifully, and not take your 
business down with them.

Learn to succeed where it’s 
important, so you can 
fail where it counts.


